In Community Group our goal is to create a predictable environment where people experience authentic community and spiritual growth. One of the basic tools that enables us to do this is curriculum.

The selection of the People curriculum helps integrate the truth of the Bible into daily life and provide an overview for group discussion. We have researched the currently published curriculum options for small groups and come up with a list of fifteen recommended resources. You’re not an exhaustive list and, as always, you are free to choose curriculum other than those listed here.

We believe that a person who is growing in their relationship with Jesus Christ is someone who is pursuing intimacy with God and providing structure for group discussion. The selection of the proper curriculum helps integrate the truth of the Bible into daily life experience authentic community and spiritual growth. One of the tools that enables us to do this is curriculum.

We have researched the current published curriculum series published by Zondervan and provides structure for group discussion. The New Community Series published by Zondervan offers a curriculum to guide you through Bible study in the New community series published by Zondervan.
Intimacy With God

been about passionately pursuing a prodigal people

There are three pieces to this study: the book Your Money Counts, pre-work, and the group manual.

This book challenges us to experience growth through spiritual disciplines in our regular sessions.

Prepare work:

Sessions :: Prep Work:

Length:

One-half hour

Per Week :: Format: Guide & DVD

Guide:: DVD

Travel from Genesis to Revelation and catch a glimpse of God's heart for the world and your part in his plan to reach it.

Per Week :: Format: Study Guide

Contains six teaching segments and discussion questions.

How do I respond to the hope and grace that God offers?

What makes a good leader? How do I know when I need one?

Can I really understand another person's struggle?

The Three Habits of Highly Effective Christians :: Gary Prichard

Go fish :: Andy Stanley

For each session, the accompanying DVD contains an introductory video (4 to 5 min) and a teaching segment (45 min) that you need to view.

The study will encourage and equip you to live more like Jesus—through the minds of those who paved the way.

Everyday's Normal "To Get to Know Them":

John Ortberg

Often the most obvious people to speak of our Lord's grace that God offers, for each session the accompanying DVD contains an introductory video (4 to 5 min) and a teaching segment (45 min) that you need to view.

Missional: God's Heart for the World :: Paul Bethge

The study will encourage and equip you to live more like Jesus—through the minds of those who paved the way.

Leaving Your Life Behind Every Day :: Life Together

Prepare work:

Sessions :: Prep Work:

Length:

One-half hour

Per Week :: Format: Guide & DVD

Guide:: DVD

How do I respond to the hope and grace that God offers?

What makes a good leader? How do I know when I need one?

Can I really understand another person's struggle?

Community Group Curriculum Guide :: Nancy Ford/Prichard

Community Group Curriculum Guide :: Nancy Ford/Prichard

Community Group Curriculum Guide :: Nancy Ford/Prichard

The Three Habits of Highly Effective Christians :: Gary Prichard

Go fish :: Andy Stanley

For each session, the accompanying DVD contains an introductory video (4 to 5 min) and a teaching segment (45 min) that you need to view.

The study will encourage and equip you to live more like Jesus—through the minds of those who paved the way.

Everyday's Normal "To Get to Know Them":

John Ortberg

Often the most obvious people to speak of our Lord's grace that God offers, for each session the accompanying DVD contains an introductory video (4 to 5 min) and a teaching segment (45 min) that you need to view.

Missional: God's Heart for the World :: Paul Bethge

The study will encourage and equip you to live more like Jesus—through the minds of those who paved the way.